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Vol. 29 No. )2 
Speaking 
Strict 
by Jon Kurtzman 
We was kickmg the idea around the 
other day that someone of us should 
take up a pen and write against all the 
people, like Edwin ~ev:man. who get 
all bent out of shape about proper 
English. It's like this: who wants to talk 
like you been sitting on a Cuisinart? 
Language is for communicatin, and 
dem dat wants to tie it down are 
missing the boat. 
First of all, who decides where and 
when the rules should be frozen? If 
they'd done that in Elizabethan 
England we'd all be sounding like 
Masterpiece Theatre. Dost thou wishes! 
only to speaketh in the foulest of blank 
verse? CNay, and pnthee, listen, for 
thou must also inscrteth commas.> 
Ann Arbor's Oldest Law School Weekly 
The Univcrs ily of Michigan Law School Wcdnesdn 
~ 
Tapestry to be Returne~ 
by Brian McCann 
The Lawyer's Club this past week ap-
proved a $12,000.00 check to its insur-
ance carrier as part of an arrangement 
to recover a valuable tapestry stolen 
more than eight years ago. The 
tapestry, discovered this summer at a 
Detroit auction gallery, will be put on 
display at the University Museum of 
Art. 
According to Club Director Diane 
Nafranowicz, the tapestry was one of a 
set of three donated by William Cook at 
the time the Lawyer's Club was con-
structed. The 16th-century artwork had 
been hanging in the Lawyer's Club 
Lounge where 1t was ripped from a wall 
in 1972. 
Nafranowicz stated that over the 
years au three tapestries have bt>-en the 
target of tem,porary misplacements, 
usually by admiring students. Report-
edly, one of the valuable art p1eces was 
once discovered adornmg the noor of a 
student's room. The loss from the 1972 
theft, however. began to look like a 
permanent one, until the sharp eye and 
good memory of a local appraiser shed 
new light on the whereabouts of the 
Cook gift. 
Second, and most telling of all, is that 
all of those little conversationalisms 
that Edwin :'>:ewman gets so upset 
about have come up through the farm 
leagues of speech just like things do 
now. If we were to go back to the begin-
ning of language !which ain't easy to 
dol we'd have little more than an ad-
vanced system of monkey ca lls. And 
who are we to tell people in the future 
what they can talk like? If we try to be 
narrow-minded and set up "the way it 
shall be," soon we'll all be back in the 
Middle Ages and will have to start lear- 16th Century t_apestry recover ed by Law School for $12,000 
The appraiser, who had seen photos 
of the s_lolen tapestry when evaluating 
the remaining two, spotted what sbe 
believed to be the stolen tapestry while 
attending an auction at a Detroit 
gallery this past summer. Fearing a 
loss to a competing New Yor k dealer, 
she placed the high bid of $14,000.00 and 
immediately contacted Nafranowicz, 
who in turn contacted University of-
ficials. An investigation led to a third 
party who had placed the tapestry on 
consignment with the gallery. 
ning the forms of action all over agam. 1---------------------------------...., 
If I lived in the future, I'd get real mad 1 
and come back to tell us a thing or two. 
Some of us, all of us if we have any 
sense, really despise the rapid suc-
cession of the ugly phrases that arc 
really just jargon, which flash into our 
language and become the word of the 
day'. It 's kmd of like Andy Warhol, 
because maybe every word or phrase 
will get to be famous for 15 minutes at a 
time. · 
Even so, every m lllionth or so phrase 
is really groovy and slicks around. Our 
dull and squalid lives would be most 
unbearable if they were not made 
\'lbrant and quamt, even eXCiting. by 
the glor1ous sounds of new, suc<m~ct ex-
pository thoughts 1huh? l Obviously, 
not every one's a ,.,inner. babe. that's 
for sure But you g<'t my dnft. 
We do need rules. of course, and those 
we have a lot of. We have the "i before 
e, except after c" : the "a sentence 
must be a complE.'le thought": the "it's 
not the meat. it's the motion " If any of 
you have read William Saf1re's column 
in the Sunday :\rw York Times mag. 
you have an 1dea of the limits or useful 
criticism r'or mstancc, I don't like the 
currently popular overuse of 
"situation ' We've been treated to 
defensive backs saying "We were in a 
zone-type Situation ' and State Depart-
ment hotshots say1ng "Yes, it's a 
crisis-type situation." · 
For general information, I admit that 
I hate breakfast situations but enjoy a 




by Brian McCann 
In its January 20th meeting the Law 
School Student Senate voted to conduct 
an inqUiry mto the problems surround-
ing the final exam given last semester 
m Professor Estep's Constitutional Law 
class Later in the same day, however. 
after talking with stuclents from that 
class, the Senate Committee recon-
Sidered its earlier decision and opted 
not to press a formal mvestigation. 
The Sf'nate action came in response 
to an "error in judgment" in which 3 of 
4 quesllons from the Fall 1980 final 
exam were taken directlv from the 
Summer 1980 exam. Because there was 
no stated requirement that question 
sheets from the summer exam be 
returned nor any prohibition on their 
later use by students, a copy of the 
exam along with prepared answers was 
made available to groups studying fOr 
the Fall exam. 
According to Senate President Doug 
see Estep, page 2 
Handicap 
Petition 
by Pat Steele 
In other_ Senate action, the L.S.S.S. 
voted last week to sponsor a petition 
drive to demonstrate student support 
for handicapped access to the Lawyer's 
Club. The petition, which will be cir-
culated today and tomorro"" in front of 
Room 100 and outside the Lawyer's 
Club Dining Room, will be presentt>d to 
the Board of Governors at their 
February meeting 
Portia Moore, student rep. to the 
Board and organizer of the pehtion 
drive. noted that although Hutchins 
Hall and the Library are in compliance 
with handicapped access requirements, 
the Lawyer's Club IS not. Currently, the 
only wheelchair access to the building 
is through the State Street service en-
trance, which is too steep to be safe m 
the Winter, so that a wheelchair-bound 
student must be physically hfted up the 
steps. As a consequence, handicapped 
law students have been forced to live in 
see Handicap, puge 2 
When confronted with the news of the 
tapestry's origin , the third party 
cla1med to have purchased it from an 
old landlord while attending another 
university years ago. Litigation ensued. 
between the Club's insurance carrier 
and the third party over rightful owner-
ship, and an out-<>f-court settlement 
was recently reached. The insurance 
company offered to return the tapestry 
to the Law School for its original loss 
payment of $12,000.00. 
Although the school has accepted the 
offer. 'lafranowicz sa)'s that for 
secunty reasons ne1ther the recovered 
tapestry nor the remaining two will 
hang m the Law Quad Instead. two will 
hang across the strN't in the Art 
Museum and the third w1ll be displayed 
at the timvers1ty's Bentley Museum. 
• 
In another more recent instance of 
thle .. ery at the Law Club, tl was 
d1scovered that the pop machine in the 
basement was emptied of ap-
proximately $50.00 in coins on or about 
November 24th. 
Res Gestae- January 28. t98t- Pa.Re 2 
. Law in the Raw 
Tooth Fairy Tale 
Former heavyweight champion and Detroit 
resident Leon Spinks called police one afternoon 
last week from a \Vest Side motel to report the theft 
of his fur coat, some jewelry, and his set of false 
teeth. Spinks claimed he had been hit over the head 
as he was leaving a Woodward Avenue bar, and 
woke up naked on the hotel bed 13 hours later, sans 
teeth. A Detroit police spokesman confirmed that 
Spinks had checked into the motel the night before 
with an unidentified woman who signed under a 
false name. A quick search of the room turned up· 
the teeth, which were under the bed. They are being 
held by police as evidence. 
- Detroit Free Press, January 17, 1981 
Broad-Minded 
Law firms recruiting this past Fall at Berkley Law 
School found an addition to the school's standard in-
terviewer questionnaire. At the insistence of the 
school's Gay Caucus, firms were asked whether 
they considered sexual orientation in hiring 
decisions. A Porlland, Oregon firm responded "We 
will not hire perverts or deviants." 
- American Lawyer, November 1980 
Self-Interested 
Disregarding Chief Justice Marshall 's famous dic-
tum inMarbury, the U.S. Supreme Court has voted 
8-0 CBlackmun not participating) to give itself a pay 
raise. The opinion in the case of U.S. v. Will, writ-
ten by Chief Justice Burger, takes 8 pages to explain 
why " the ancient rule of necessity" compels the 
Court to be judge in its own cause. 
~Nationa l Law Journal. December 29, 1980 
Hif(h Spirited 
The O.S. Attorney's Office in Portland, Maine is 
being temporarily restrained from destroying 26 
tons of good pot seized in the coast town of 
Stonington last October. Defense attorneys are 
claiming that the smugglers, members of the 
Ethiopian Coptic Church, use the drug as a religious 
sacrament and should therefore be exempted from 
criminal drug laws. "The Coptics smoke marijuana 
.in order to see God," said one of the attorneys. 
"They smoke an enormous amount of it. They don't 
do it to get high, they do it to raise their con-
sciousness." 
-National Law Journal, December 29, 198Q 
Compiled by Matthew Kiefer 
Thigh-Minded 
Paul Halvonik, a former California Appeals court 
judge who resigned in 1979 after being busted for 
growing marijuana in his home, is now in private 
practice and has some fairly unusual clients. ln one 
of his more recent court appearances, Mr.Halvonik 
defended the owners of a San Francisco 'bookstore' 
which features porn films and nude dancers, from 
charges that it was a front for a house of ill-repute. 
Admitting that the dancers took money from 
patrons, Mr HaJvonik claimed the money was 
given as tips, not as fees for services rendered. For 
instance, one dancer accused of a " lewd advance" 
to a patron had, according to the advocate, " merely 
grabbed his muscuJar thigh and inquired 'are you a 
jogger?' " 
-~a tiona I Law Journal. January 12. 1981 
Case of the Week 
Covington v. Allsbrook <4th Circuit. No. 8(}-
6444)-serving sachar ine to prison inmates without 
warning them of its possible adverse effects does 
not constitute 'cruel and unusual punishment. ' 
. 
Handicap , from page 1 
Cambridge House, a specially equipped 
barrier-free graduate dorm, thus 
missing out on many social activities 
and Law School events. 
ReportedJy these factors played a 
role in the decision of a handicapped 
student who attended the Law School 
Jast semester to leave the school. 
According to Ms. Moore, the funds 
required to make the necessary im -
provements are available, and await 
approval by the Board of Governors. 
The Boa~d is reported to be proceeding 
somewhat cautiously due to concern 
that insensitive modifications will 
harm the architectural integrity of the 
Quad. Preliminary findings of a n 
engineering study commissioned by the 
Board point toward a gradually sloping 
ramp at the State Street entrance to 
the Club as the most feasible and aes-
thetically har monious alternative. 
Sandalow reportedly assured Senate 
members that "this sort of thing will 
not occur again" but declined to take 
any formal action to prevent a re-
occurrence. 
Dean Sandalow found nothing wrong 
with repeating previous exam 
questions although he did feel the Fall 
exam went too far. In addition, he said 
he believed the faculty could prevent an 
overly repetitive exa m by self-
regulation. Consequently, he wouJd not 
recommend to the faculty a ban on 
repeated questions. Sandalow's re-
sponse, according to Heller, is in part 
due to his concern for faculty freedom 
in structuring exams. 
SIMSD'S DOWNTOWN - 114 E. WASHINGTON PHONE 665-3231 
~ 
Complete Menu 
Italian Food Pizza 
American & Seafood 
Bimbo,s is Ann Arbor, s 
Favorite For Great Fun 
& Fine Dining 
liVE ENTERTAINMENT DIXIELAND SING-AlONG FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
' · 
Estep, from page 1 
EHmann and Secretary Dave Heller, 
who met with Dean Sandalow, the 
faculty and administration are em-
barrassed by the Con Law incident. 
bond 
1 ·II· .1 ~~'-
dow n garments · lea•"e• cleaning · 
. waterproofong . tree mrnor repaHs · 
332 maynard 
at the tower plaza 668-633 5 
University of 0an Die0o 
INTERESTED IN SPECIALIZING? 
LL.M. IN TAXATION 
LL.M. ,IN CRIMINAL LAW 
• Fellowships Available • 
• Full-time and Part-time Programs Offered • 
• Quality Programs of a Full y Accredited Law School • 
For details contact: Mrs. Muy Lrginus 
UNIVE RSITY O F SAN DIEGO 
School of L~w 
Gr~du~te Progr~m 
Alc~l~ P~l'k 
S~n Diego, CA 92110 
(714) 293-4596 
U.S. D. don nol diKfimtnare on lhe bui\ of'""· W:Jt, color, tefl&lon. 'IC· n.arion o~ l otis1n. 
J.nc.ntrv. Gr h1ndiup in •t.s polici~~ •nd P•otn ml. 
For the moment, administration 
assurances of an end to the problem of 
repeated questions have forestalled 
Senate action. Ellmann maintains, 
nevertheless, that the Senate Commit-
tee will continue to look into the matter 
and then decide whether or not to take 
further formal action. 
In a related development, it was 
reported by one of the students who 
took Professor Estep's makeup exam 
last Saturday that he was one of only 
three students present. Professor Estep 
reportedly proctored the exam himself. 




Notices Policy SFF 
Campaign 
Refugee Conference 
The Res Gestae welcomes notices con-
cerning law school organizations and 
events. Notices should be double-space 
typed. should when applicable identify 
the sponsoring organization, and must 
be submitted by Monday at noon to ap-
pear in that Wednesday's issue. They 
may be dropped orr in the Drop Box 
next to the Senate Office <opposite 
Room 218 Hutchins Hall), or at the 
R. G. Office in Room 202 Lawver's Club 
<above the kitchen >. -
::::~:.:::::::::.:::::.:::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::.:·:·:::::::::.;:;::::::: 
WLSA- WLSA luncheon, Wednesday, 
January 28, at_noon in the Lawyers Club 
Lounge to discuss affirmative action in 
faculty hiring. Bring' your own lunch. 
J UDICIAL CLERKSHIPs-There will 
be a general meeting for all students in-
terested in applying for clerkships on 
Thursday, January 29th, at 3:30 in 
Room 220. Most of the information 
avaiJable at the meeting can also be 
found in the handout on clerkships 
passed out through the Placement Of-
fice . Come if you have questions or wish 
to make your interest known. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE-There will be 
a T .G. I.F. Party at Good Time 
Charlie's Bar and Grill on Friday, 
February 6th at 4:00 p.m . $2.00 will buy 
you all the beer, wine, or soft drinks you 
can pound down! Munchies will be 
provided free of charge. Be ther.e. 
Students who have been unsuccessful in 
establishing Michigan residency please 
drop by Dean Sti llwagon's office in 
Room 312 Hutchins Hall. 
• 
Action Sports~r 
On January 31, the Student Funded 
Fellowship Board Members close the 
books on the 1979-80 SFF campaign. On 
February 1, the 1981 campaign begins. 
For those of you not familiar with SFF, 
we would like to introduce you to its 
goals, projects, and future plans. 
The Fellowship program originated 
in 1977 for the purpose 6f helping 
Michigan law students interested in 
public service and public interest Jaw 
experience these career options during 
the summer. Specifically, it seeks to 
ease the salary martyrdom such ex-
per iences usua lly exact, so that stu-
dents need not reject them solely for 
financial reasons. 
The program operates through volun-
tary contributions, solicited primarily 
from students. These contributions are 
then awarded in the form of fellowships 
to Michigan law students choosing to 
work in public interest jobs. LSSS also 
traditionally contr ibutes to SFF so that 
individual donations can fund the 
fellowships and not SFF's ad-
ministrative costs. 
The program takes a broad view of 
what constitutes " public interest." Any 
private nonprofit organization or 
governmental agency may be a 
qualified employer. The more than 40 
applicants in 1980 sought employment 
with migrant farm workers, legal aid 
societies, environmenta l groups, 
, feminist legal services and the ACLU, 
among others. 
see Campaign , page 8 
"Swimwear, bodywear and footwea r"· 
' 'FACTORY CLOSEOUTS'' 
406 E. Liberty 
(2 block s off State) 663-677 1 
As most of you already know, the Law 
School is hosting a colloquium on 
"Transnational Legal P roblems of 
Refugees" this week on Friday and 
Saturday in Room 100. What you may 
not be aware of is a new U.S. Jaw, 
passed in 1980,. which is intended to 
regulate future refugee flows into this 
country. Where was the weeks-old 1980 
-Refugee Act during last spring's Cuban 
"crisis"? Come to Panel II on Friday 
(2:30-3:45 PM ) and learn from those in-
timately involved in the drafting of the 
Act: P rof. David Martin from the 
University of Virginia Law School, and 
Michael Posner, from the Lawyers 
Committee for International Human 
Rights. 
Not all of those that you may regard 
as " refugees" are protected by inter-
national conventions relating to 
refugees. Those who flee their nation 
because they are poor or who are 
driven from their home by natural 
disaster attract sympathy but activate 
no international legal responsibility . 
Come to Room 100 between 10 AM and 
noon on Friday to hear and question 
European, Israeli, and North American 
authorities on this and other 
troublesome issues. 
Saturday morning, four Washington, 
D.C. lawyers describe their exper ien-
ces in representing and dealing with 
STEVE'S LUNCH 
" The Omelet Shop" 
1313 SOUTH UNIVERSITY 
Special 
V2 lb. Hombaurger Steak 




Sun 9 -7 
R€G€NCfTRAV€L INC. 
Serving the ' 
Universi ty Community- Universi ty Delivery Service 
STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF 
Individuals or Groups 1 Domestic or International 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HON ORED 
"we con arrange job interview flight for you" 
HO TELS • CAR RENTALS • CRUISES 
"Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personalized Service" 
Convenient 1.9-'0.!.Lon: 601 E. William 
CALL 
665-6122 (CORNER E. WilliAM& MAYNARD) ANN ARBOR 
rPI ugee clients who have sull ered 
during their arduous trip to fr eedom. 
An attorney with Patton, Boggs & 
Blow will relate the difficulties of suing 
a refugee's former torturer; a lawyer 
with the Dept. of Treasury will explain 
why he is not optimistic about refugees' 
recovering from their former country's 
frozen assets in the United States. 
Of course, these subjects represent 
only a smattering of the topics to be 
discussed in Room 100 on Friday and 
Saturday. The colloquium is free to all 
students and faculty . A cash ba r 
cocktail party, at the Michigan League, 
is also open to everyone and begins at 6 
PM Friday evening. Banquet tickets for 
that same evening a re on sale in front of 
Room 100 11 AM-1 P M, or in 829 LR, 
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An Exam Policy 
The problems associated with the practice of 
epeating exam questions were highlighted by 
he recent controversy surrounding the grading 
options presented to students in Professor Sam 
Estep's Constitutional Law course. Our com-
plaint here is not with the compromise reached 
in resolving that particular case, but that such a 
problem could have arisen at a ll. 
We believe it is important that the ad-
ministration formulate, and announce, a policy 
regarding the repetition of examination 
questions. We believe that students have the 
right to know the School's, and the individual 
teacher's, policy toward this issue long before an 
exam i.s given. Only when this information is 
generally available can a student feel he or she 
has an equal opportunity to prepare for an exam. 
Whatever advantage that is derive<ifrom prior 
access can be neutralized by ensuring the equal 
availability of old exams. 
There are numerous possible approaches to 
this problem, the simplest being to ban the prac-
tice of repeating questions completely. A ban 
would avoid any potential security problems, yet 
such a policy may be unnecessarily restrictive if 
the faculty is properly attuned to security dif-
ficulties. 
There are instances- especially in courses 
where multiple objective questions a r e 
used-when the repetition of exam questions is 
appropriate. However, given the efforts on the 
part of some law school organizations to keep 
files of questions complete with answers , it is 
imperative that unequal ..access to t hese 
questions be avoided. The practice presently 
employed by many professors of collecting a ll 
exa ms immediately upon completion appears to 
have been effective in preventing prior access to 
these exam questions by subsequent classes. 
Another alternative is to sanction the practice, 
with the requirements that the professor an-
nounce this practice early in the semester, and 
provide equal access to old exams by putting 
them on reserve. The prablem with this policy is 
that results would be skewed by access to filing 
systems which contain model answers to the 
questions. In such instances the regurgitation of 
previous answers prevents an exam from 
fulfilling its purpose- to measure the relative 
skills of students. / 
Certainly this issue has many possible 
solutions, and demands further s tudy and 
discussion. We recognize that this question is one 
which the administration must a nswer. The pros 
and cons involved should be carefully studied by 
the Dean in cooperation / with the faculty . 
However, the students have the right to a formal 
and equitable policy. Exams should test what 
one knows, not the ability to get the answer 
before the question is asked. 
Why no Honor System 
for Estep M ake-up? 
by David Gilles 
The facts a nd consequences 
of the Estep/Con Law con-
troversy, a lthough certainly 
not world-ending, raise sev-
eral questions with discour-
aging a~wers. 
The a dm in istration has 
ruled out the possibility of a 
pu re honor system as a 
solution to the problem. Such a 
system, had it been adopted, 
would have entailed individual 
statements by students who 
took the exam as to whether 
they had prior access to the 
exam questions. Those who 
denied having such access 
would be a llowed to receive a 
grade based on their a nswers 
to the exam as given. Those 
who admitted prior access 
would be subject to the pass-
fail / retake option, as ulti-
ma tely adopted for all. 
Why is the honor system 
unacceptable? First, although 
those who had prior access to 
the exam questions had an un-
fair advantage, to make them 
suffer a penalty (i.e. the pass-
fail/ r eta ke option ) for such 
ad vant age is excess ive ly 
harsh since they gained the 
advantage through no fa ult of 
their own. Thus, there is no 
"fair" alternative for these 
s tudents as a r esul t of 
Professor Este's "exper i-
ment." 
However. a second problem 
with the honor system is that 
which the administration cites 
as the main reason for its 
unacceptability-the possibili-
ty lhat students would not "act 
honorably ·• According to the 
R.G .. Dean Eklund felt that 
such a possibility endangered 
the "integrity" of the grading 
system 
With all due respect. the 
fault for the problem can lie 
only with the administration 
and facu lty. Yet the con-
sequences shall be borne by 
the students. despite the ab-
sence of any impropneties on 
the1r part. simply because of 
the fear that they too will act 
improperly if given the oppor-
tunity. 
Why does the fault he with 
the administratton 1tself. 
rather than stopptng with 
Professor Estep I whose 
ftcient to warrant further 
regulation . But why should 
such incidents ever occur? 
!The problem may stem from 
exccssi,·e professor ial power. 
but that is a topic for another 
day .l 
The administration is also 
blameworthy m a sociological 
sense The t;niversi ty of 
Miehigan is generally regard-
ed as having one of the very 
best law schools in the nation, 
in ter ms of both faculty and 
student body. Annually. the 
school's graduates go on to top 
positions in all areas of the 
field We are among the most 
visible representatives of tbe 
:. :. :. ;. :. :. :. :. :.:. :::.: ~::: ~:::::::::::::::.:::::.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.: ~:.:.: ~:.:.:.:.:.:.: 0:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 0:.:.: 0:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:::.:::.: 
" Why does the fault lie with the administra-
tion itself, rather than stopping with Professor 
Estep? Because the administration has f ailed 
to do its job-namely, to administer." 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:-:;:.;.;.;.;.:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· .·.··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:-:·:·~ 
errors need not be repeated 
here >? Because the ad-
ministration !las failed to do 
its job na mely. to ad-
min is ter. Apparentl y. the 
potentia l problems of reusing 
exam questions were not clear 
to Professor Estep. In light of 
reports of similar problems 
• having arisen in the past. this 
can only be because the ad-
ministration has not taken suf-
ficient steps to regulate the 
test-taking process . from 
which is der ived our grading 
system whose integr ity gives 
Dean Eklund such great con-
cern. 
One might say that such 
ISolated mcidents are insuf-
legal profession in the eyes of 
the public. '.\'hat messages do 
we convey by these unfor-
tunate events, and the re-
sponse chosen from the set of 
necessarily imperfect alter-
natives ? 
The answer may be merely 
that the law school has a dif-
ficult time keeping its own 
house in order . But maybe the 
matter runs deeper . On what 
basis can we protest the 
public's abysmally low view of 
the integrity of lawyers 
generally, when those whose 
responsibility it is to train 
tomorrow's lawyers appar-
ently have an equally low view 
of the integrity of the trainees? 
LETTERS 
Kamisar Pardoned J. J. White 
To the Editor: 
In their letter to the RG of 
1/21/ 81, Messrs. Lamb and 
Genereux appear to call Yale 
Kamisar to task for changing 
his altitude toward sex role 
They quote a se\'enteen-year-
old Ia"' review article in which 
Kamisar referred to the dif-
ficulty of writing for the "law 
student's wife" and then chide 
him for signing a recent letter 
condemning a sexist RG ar-
ticle. "Those who have erec-
ted glass houses in the past 
s hould be hesitant about 
throwing stones in the 
present," sai d La mb and 
Genereux . We disagree. 
Surely such a cha nge in at-
titude should be commended 
and not condemned. Seven-
teen years is a long time . Sex 
role problems were not widely 
recognized as such dur ing the 
1960s. Greater awareness of 
the potential of both sexes 
to take on previously un-
imagined roles does not 
descend upon any of us over-
night. but rather requires 
time, thought , and growth. 
As students in Professor 
Kamisar 's Cr iminal Law class 
last semester, we appreciated 
his willingness to listen to 
feminist concerns, partic-
ularly in the area of spouse 
abuse. We did not feel he was 
any more willing to give up his 
"air time" to men than to 
women. nor that he had dif-
ferent mtellectual expec-
tations for the two sexes. 
Barbara Kellman 
Rochelle Siegel 
Lisa C. Ward 
Dear Editors: 
Any gains that are achieved 
by the Senate's effort to get an 
access ramp to the Lawyer's 
Club for handicapped students 
will be due to Portia Moore's 
persistence. and Dean White's 
farsightedness . Dean White 
has been especially helpful in 
searching for workable alter-
natives that go beyond initial 
Senate proposals. such as in-
suring that those afnicted with 
cerebral palsy would also be 
able to enter the Club without 
help. 
Doug Ellmann 
L.S.S.S. P resident 
The Res Gestae welcomes comment from our 
readers. To be printed. letters must be signed, 
although requests for anonymity will be considered. 
We r eser ve the r ight to edit letters for length. but we 
will not print substantially edited letters without the 
author 's permission. Letters may be dropped off in 
the Drop Box next to the Senate Office <opposite 
Room 218 Hutchins Ha ll) , or at the R. G. Office in 
Room 202 Lawyer's Club (above the kitchen). 
OPINION 
Stockman: 
in the Middle? 
by Cub Schwartz 
It has been pointed out that the fat in 
government is really nothing more than 
the pork of politics. If true, one can't 
help but wonder how President Reagan 
plans to trim the fat from the federal 
budget while leaving the pork. His task 
resembles Shylock's, who was welcome· 
to a pound of flesh, but not one drop of 
blood. 
Foi-tunately, our curiosity will be 
satisfied <who can stand the excitement 
next week when the President's Budget 
Director, David Stockman, releases the 
Administration's revisions to the 1981 
budget. The choice reflected in those 
He must point out to the President the 
reality that it isn't the social welfare 
programs that are bankrupting the 
country, but rather it is programs 
tailored to comfort the middle class. 
For example, total up the costs or all 
our povert'y programs: CETA, Title I, 
AFDC, urban housing programs, etc., 
and you may reach eight or nine billion 
dollars. This pales in comparison to the 
total cost of subsidizing the interest on 
home mortgages. which is about 23 
billion dollars. Reagan is smart enough 
to figure out who is receiving AFDC 
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ustockman must point out to the President the 
reality that it isn't the social welfare programs that 
are bankrupting the country, but rather, it is the 
programs designed to comfort the 11Jiddle class. " 
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revisions is not between guns ana out· 
ter or inflation and unemployment or 
rich and poor. The choice is between fat 
and pork- flesh and blood if you please. 
The President will have to swallow 
the first bitter pill of his term and 
realize that the fat in government is no 
different than the fat in people- it tends 
·to settle right around the mid-section, 
which in society means right around the 
middle class. He will learn that his 
"heroes," '!Vhite middle-class Ameri-
cans, are the federal government's 
most heavily subs idized class of 
people, and that if he plans to cut 
deeply into federal spending, he must 
sacrifice middle class flesh and blood 
in the process 
The thought of wounding the con-
stituency that delivered him into power 
is more distasteful to Reagan than a 
handful of rancid Jellybeans. But what 
is a President to do? 
He might hitch up his gun belt, down a 
shot of Jack Black, and then stride out 
onto Pennsylvania Avenue-ready to 
r id the town of !Is " rmddle-class-sub-
sidizin bureaucrats" and willing to lose 
his political life in the process. Or he 
m1ghl stick to the traditiQna.J script 
which calls for the President to sip 
Courvoisier from a Jack Black bottle 
and complain v1gorously about the 
federal burdens heaped on the backs of 
the middle class 
The problem w1th the first option is 
that Reagan gave up doing wes terns in 
the late SO's. The problem with the latter 
option is that Mr Stockman knows bet-
ter. Years before he became a rising 
star in Congress Stockman coined the 
term "social pork barrel " in a widely 
acclaimed article that attacked federal 
spending policies . He has built his 
career by educating his colleagues in 
the House in his philosophy of federal 
retrenchment. Now he must educate 
the President. 
payments and who is receiving interest 
subsidies on mortgages. 
In fact, if Mr. Stockman is patient 1 
am confident that he can show the 
President that the vast array of federal 
programs in existence return the 
greatest amounts to the middle class: 
programs such as support for higher 
education, farm subsidies, mass transit 
grants, and national parks mainte-
nance. Much of the remainder of the 
budget consists of either defense spend-
ing or "uncontrollables." These two 
classes of expenditures are the real cul-
prits in driving up the federal budgets. 
Defense will cost us nearly 200 billion 
dollars in 1981 and untontrollables like 
Social Security, Medicare paymerits, 
and Veterans Benefits are even greater. 
Say the President IS mtent on cutting 
5 billion from the federal budget in the 
next four years- what can he cut? The 
costs of all the welfare programs sim-
pl y don't add up. He must look 
e lsewhere . To defense? To Social 
Security? To Veterans Benefits? Or to 
the middle class? 
For Reagan the choice is not easy. He 
courted hawks, senior citizens, 
_veterans and middle-class America for 
the past 15 months and fie identifies 
with them. How can he explain to them 
that they are the enemy: that the 
federal governm ent isn't on their 
backs- it's the other way around? As I 
see it he can't unless he is willing to tell 
the nation the truth : the federal govern-
ment has expanded to benefit the mid-
dle class, not the poor, and if we want 
a smaller government the middle class 
must feel the recoil. 
When President Reagan gets his fat 
trimming knife ready for action fhis 
term he had better be prepared-to take· 
some pork with the fat. Otherwise no 
one will know he has been cutting. 
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The Struggle 
Continues 
by Laura Mosely 
the story made the rounds. 
Something about the Klan and why 
Blacks really moved north in the early 
20's. Better jobs, sure. But something 
more. Escape. 
According to my late grandfather, 
son of a slave and patriarch to a brood 
of 13, the Georgia Klan let you know 
when a Black man was getting uppity. 
Uppity to read, own land, or hold a 
decent job. His children would disap-
pear and turn up later. Dead. If uppity 
remained in town, his days were 
marked. As sure as light and darkness, 
it was just a matter of time before his 
body would be found by the fam ily with 
the mark of the Klan- a missing heart. 
I read the recent news accounts of 
Black children disappearing in Atlanta 
only to be found later. Dead. Black men 
killed in Buffalo as they walked across 
the street in ,broad bustling daylight, 
filled their car with gas a t a filling 
station, or chatted with a neighbor . 
Though no one can apprehend the 
assassins, the description remains con· 
slant- blonde, blue-eyed strangers . 
And the other ones in Buffalo and 
across the country: the young Black 
men discovered in isolated fields, 
weathered but not often traveled roads, 
dead with hearts missing. 
I listen to journalist friends working 
for respected publications talk about 
swastika and when approached find no 
reluctance in slating that " Niggers 
should go back to Africa .'' 
Academics and econom1sts c1te the 
traditional reasons-depressed econ-
omy, national insecurity, the rush 
of affirmative action- as cause for this" 
resurgence of hate and fea r . 
But there may be other reasons for 
this American cancer whose remission 
during the late '60s and benign '70s was 
mistaken for cure. Nothing fails an 
ideal li ke success. Those in the 
forefront of the civil rights struggle 
went on to conquer other frontiers; en-
vironment, energy, and ironically, in-
ternational human rights. A fifteen-
year civil rights complacency bred a 
generation without vigilance or com-
mitment to continue the struggle. In 
that void, those reared on fear and 
hatred sweep the nation's leadership, 
imper iling the ultimate constitutional 
mandate for equality , liberty, and 
freedom for all. 
The January 13th MICHIGAN DAILY 
editorial on Klan revival warned "The 
Klan is making a frigh teningly well-
organized and well-executed come-
back. It needs only an environment 
of passivity to continue to grow." 
Freshmen congressmen are reported to 
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generation without vigilance or commitment to con-
tinue the struggle. In that void, those reared on fear 
and hatred s weep our nation ,s leadership . .. " 
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the unpublished stories; the growing 
trend of random shooting of interracial 
couples. A high school group playing 
tennis- some black, some white. A shot 
clears the air. A black boy slumps over. 
A blonde-haired stranger is seen run-
ning from the scene, rifle in hand. As a 
Washington Post reporter conceded, 
" If Vernon Jordan of the Urban League 
had not been shot, the only paper 
picking up this type of activity would 
have been the Daily Enquirer." 
talk loosely of repealing the Civil 
Rights Act. 
But there are other examples, much 
closer to home. Last summer, I Walked 
into the office of the Black Law Stu· 
dents Alliance at this law school to 
study. Everywhere J looked, the swas-
tika emblem and KKK sign splashed in 
vibrant red- across walls, pictures, and 
room surfaces. I reached for the phone 
on the desk reading the words on the 
wall, "Niggers shouldn 't be in law 
Fifteen children m1ssing m Atlanta. school. You will die.' 
So far,. l3 found dead. Over 20 killings in This bastion of civility, of privHeged 
Buffalo within a nine·month period and discrimination-the training center for 
numerous cases across the country in leadersh1p- had been violated by a n 
the past ye~r inv~lvmg in~errac1al outrageous occurrence! Was it un-
groups pursumg soc1al activities from thinkable that Jaw students could have 
church outings to shopping, resulfin~ i!l - perpetrated this insult? 
the death of the black male part1c1- No one, no institution is immune. The 
pants. Concurrently, the ~u Klux Klan civil rights struggle is not over. On 
appears to wear the ve1l of respect- Marlin Luther King's birthday last 
ability enjoyed in the early '20s. week. I prayed. For everyone. 
Avowed Klan members are not only 
winning political elections, but winmng 
by handsome margins. Sympathy for 
the KJans' goals waxes. This new ac-
ceptance is shared with the pre-
emergence of the Nazi party. Students 
in Detroit high schools and surrounding 
suburbs proudly wea r the Nazi 
The author, a s~ond-yeor low student, IS a 
JOurnalist who formerly worked on the 
editonal staff of TIME \<fago•mt> and is 
currently a strtnster for THE ElY YORK 
TIMES. She ts one of the founding members 
of the Mtchu:an Chapter. Southtrn Christ ton 
Leadershtp Conference (SCLC) and a 
lifetime member of the AA CP. 
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ARTS 
Shopping for Sonatas he played the thirteenth so well in con-cer t · 
Of the three great Russian pianists of 
hts era, Emil Gilels ts the most sen-
Sitive to the grand designs of 
Beethoven's piano sonatas. Berman 
and Richter really should stick to 
Tchaikovsky. Gilels comes as close to 
Schnabel as anyone I have ever" heard, 
as witnessed by two stunning record-
ings: Nos. 21 and 28 COGG 2530 253) 
and Nos. 25-27 <DGG 2530 589>. Both are 
meticulously sculpted without a trace 
of academic sterility 
by Paul Berghoff 
The thirty-two piano sonatas of Lud· 
wig von Beethoven comorise the 
greatest cycle of keyboard works in the 
whole of music. All have an immediate 
beauty-sometimes lyrical, sometimes 
brutal- yet their emotiorfal"'turrent is 
deep and intense. Even the 
" Moonlight" yields more secrets with 
every listening. 
But as challenging as these pieces are 
musically, they are more so when it 
comes to buying recordings. The casual 
fa n who wants only a single disc has no 
problem. So too the serious, well-heeled 
collector who thinks nothing of owning 
six complete sets and 100 other various 
performances of Beethoven piano- his 
choices are simple. But the poor fellow 
in between can only be be~ildered 
when confronted with the seemingly in· 
fi nite .permutations of available 
pressings. Only the Bach cantatas 
present an equally frustrating choice. 
This article may save the time and 
money <not to mention the existential 
nausea) that awaits the unprepared. 
The epito19e of all Beethoven piano 
interpretation is Artur Schnabel. He is 
Beethoven piano-neither classical nor 
romantic , just Beethoven. Unfor-
tunately, his definitive recordings are 
" }ou 11 get to hear 
the name of Oxana 
Yablonskaya again 
and again even if it 
is not as easy to re· 
member as Van 
Cliburn. " 
Philadelphia Inquirer 
available only in a thirteen-disc set 
(Seraphim 6063/ 6). A very good com-
promise, however, is his recording of 
Now. 30 and 32 on RCA AVMl-1410. 
The only other complete set that may 
fairly be compared to Schnabel is by 
Wilhelm Kempff IDGG 2721 134>. The 
recordings are from the 60's and are 
technically very good. Kempff is cer-
tainly more romantic th~n Schnabel but 
no less musical. Though Kempf£ is 
sometimes thought controversial, there 
is little to criticize in his outstanding 
craftsmanship and warmth. ln fact, it 
is hard to go wrong with any Kempff 
recording. His "greatest hits" recording 
(i .e . No. 8 " Patheti que," No. 14 
" Moonlight, " and No. 23 " Ap 
passionata") (DGG 139 300) is the best 
available and the best recommendation 
for the person who wants to sample the 
canon of Beethoven piano. Also 
recommended: his two record set of 
Nos. 8, 14, 15 " Pastoral," and 24 <DGG 
138 941). 
Without doubt, the most idiosyncratic 
of the Beethoven interpreters is Claudio 
Arrau. His art is serene almost to the 
point of still life. The smoothness of his 
style may seem out of place a midst the 
turbulence of the late sonatas, but the 
contrast of style and mood only 
exana Yablonskaya 
Pianist · 
SCARLATTI .. . Three Sonatas 
BEETHOVEN ... Sonata in A major, Op.10l 
CHOP! ... Sonata in B·flat minor, Op. 35 
PROI\OFIEV ... Sonata No. 3 in A minor 
LISZT ... Transcriptions of three Schubert Son~s 
LISZT ... Etudes after Paganini 
~turday, feb.'7 at a:so 
}1ill lluditorium 
Her Ann Arbor debut in a Choral nion concert. 
Tkkol"t ""'too 'l'owo~oo A<bm. >II <HIO!I 
\\'eekdays 9-4:30. Sat. 9·12 (313) 665·3717 
CVJXlVE~JTY 8vfUSICAL CSociETY 
In Its 102nd Year 
heightens the power of the Viennese 
master's phrasing. Arrau's superla tive 
r ecording of the dense " Ham-
merklavier," No. 29, <Philips Universo 
6833 145>, bears out the theor~ Unfor-
tunatelv. tt IS cut out. 
Rudolf Serkin's performance of the 
··waldstein" in Ann Arbor last 
semester showed he IS still tn fine form. 
He made numerous minor mistakes, 
but no one really cared. If possible, he 
is even warmer than Kempff. Serkin, 
though romantic, never dissolves i.nto 
uncontrolled schmaltz - somethtng 
Rubmstein and Horowitz cannot avotd 
(treat their Beethoven recordings like 
Burger opinions>. It is a sham~ that 
Serkin is not well represented on vmyl. 
Of the next generatton, Alfred Bren-
del <stress the second syllable for 
surefire snobbery> and Emil Gilels are 
the best. They a re both at the peak of 
their playing ability, as Brendel amply 
illustrated here last February. AJl of 
the records in Brendel 's two complete 
sets a re available separately and they 
are a ll quite good llis Beethoven is 
cold, piercing, and detached. Though 
hard to choose from his many recor-
dings, my favor ite is Philips 9500 503 
<Nos. 13, 17, and 22), perhaps because 
Of the younger breed of Beethoven 
pianists the front-runners are Vladimir 
Ashkenazy, Stephen Btshop, Maurizio 
Polhni and Daniel Barenboim, roughly 
in that order I must admi"- however. 
that I have difficultv dtstinguishing one 
from the other Allar<:! very precise {the 
story goes that Pollini makes onJy one 
mistake a week l and serious about the 
correctness of their interpretations. 
Their best recordings are Nos. 31 and 32 
by Ashkenazy !London 6843). Nos. 28 
and 30 by Bishop I Phtlips 9500 569), and 
o. 29 by Pollini CDGG 2530 869). 
Barenboim is not well represented on 
this side of the ocean. 
And now for my recipe, guaranteed to 
produce vinylic bliss or, at least, a 
representative selection of Beethoven 
piano sonatas without having to enter a 
htgher tax bracket: 
Sonata 
8, t4, and23 
13, 17, and 22 
21 and 28 








Phi. 9500 503 
DGG 2530 253 
Phi. 6833 145 (if available, 
otherwise substitute the 
Pollini > 
29 Maurizio Pollini DGG 2530869 
30 and 32 Arthur Schnabel 
31 and 32 Vladimir Ashkcnazy 
RCA AVMI-1410 (mono> 
Lon . 6843 
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This week's Sports Poll plunges into a 
heavy college basketball lineup. Circle 
the team you think will beat the point 
spread. The winner will receive a 
coupon for one large pitcher of fine bops 
at Rick's American Cafe on Church 
Street. 
Jan. 29: 
nlinois 9 1~ over Michigan State 
Minnesota 1z over Indiana 
Iowa 81.2 over Purdue 
Michigan 81rl over Northwestern 
Jan. 31: 
rllinois 3 1~ over Iowa 
Indiana 612 over Purdue 
Michigan 21z over Wisconsin 
Kentucky 312 over Georgia 
Tennessee 212 over Alabama 
LSU 1812 over Florida 
St. Peters 161 z over Canisius 
Clemson 91 z over Furman 
Carolina 212 over N.C. State 
Wake Forest 21z over Marquette 
Notre Dame 1012 over South Carolina 
Oregon State 6 1~ over Southern Cal 
Feb. 2: 
Oregon State 21z O\Ler UCLA 
Fcb.3: 
Virginia 21;2 over Carolina _ 
Feb. 4: 
Maryland 2 1~ over Wake Forest 
Notre Dame 1712 over LaSalle 
Tiebreaker: How many tree throw at-
tempts will Mark Bodnar have against 
Wisconsin? 
Name ------------
Address _______________ _ 
Phone ----------
Response to last week's Sports Poll 
was disappointing, so we'll give you 
another week to pick which teams will 
be in the Top jen at the end of the 
season. Drop entries for either week in 
the Sports Poll box outside Room 100 by 
' 6:00 p.m . Thursday, Jan. 30. 
IM Sports Schedule 
The continuing Law Gold odyssey is 
now entering its winter march. The Pur-
ple Cows, led by Tim Hester, are 
representing the Gold in basketball. 
Meanwhile, Mike Faulkner is cap-
taining the table tennis team. 
In the next two weeks the Gold will be 
fielding teams in Swimming and Diving 
and in Squash. The Swim meet will be 
held at Matt Mann Pool on Mon. Feb. 2 
at 8:00. If interested, please sign up on 
the sports bulletin board by Jan. 30. 
Squash play begins on Sun. Feb. 8. 
Please try to sign up by Feb. 4. We on 
the Law Gold Steering Committee 
Publicity Staff are counting on the Law 
School's heavy preppie population to 
cinch the squash championshjp. So let's 
lace up those Topsiders. Boola Boola . 
Here arc the important dates for this semester 's intramura l schedule: 
Tram Si>orts Entries Due : Play Begins: 
Swimming/ Diving Jan. 30 Feb. 5 
Squash Feb. 4 Feb. 8 
Racquetball <Co-Ree) Feb. 13 Feb. 17 
Volleyball Mar. 2 Mar. 12 
5'9", 5'6" Basketball Mar. 4 Mar. 10 
Foul Shooting Mar. 4 Mar. 10 
Co-Ree Table Tennis Mar. 13 Mar. 17 










Dance L essons! 
Whatcha gonna be doing Wednesday evenings? 





Like logo dancing? But reel a bit self-conscious because you never 
really learned partner dancing? Wish you had a little more 
Astaire or Rogers in you. or even Travolta? THtS I FOR YOU! 
Jlieed a perfect mid-week break? Want an hour and a hatr or pure 
refreshiug fun? Want maybe to meet some new feet ? THIS IS FOR 
YOU! 
WED~ESDA Y NIGHTS! 
LAWYERSCLUBLOUN~E! 
Beginning February 4 
Couple welcome, but no partner necessary. 
Each class lim ited to 15 men and 15 women. 
7:30-9:00 Jitterbug & Disco. 5 wks.-7.5 hrs.-$20 
9:00-10:30 Ballroom Dancing /. 10 wks.-:-15 hurs.-$35 
REGISTRATION: phone Ken Kresbtool, or place your name<s> on the 
sign-up lists outside room K-31 Lawyers Club (just walk in and up). 
Remember : Each class is limited to 1:; men and 15 women. Therefore. 
please do not sign up until you are sure you are taking the lessons. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: talk with Ken Kreshtool. your instruc-
tor and fellow Ia w student (Bronze Medal Standard instructor; 
formerly with Arthur Murray, lnc., Pittsburgh >. 
Ken Kreshtool K-31 Lawyers Club 764-9054 
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B-Ba/1 Finals 
by Phil Dutt 
Brian McCann scored 62 points in 
- three games to lead the Purple Cows to 
the 1981 LSSS Basketball Tournament 
CJ1ampionship on January 24 at the 
Sports Coliseum. The Cows avenged a 
one-point loss to Trash in the 1980 tour-
ney semifinals, defeating Trash twice 
en route to the 1981 title. 
The day's play opened with action in 
the fourth round of the winners' and 
consolation brackets. In the winners' 
bracket, the Purple Cows subdued Yo 
Adrian 45-25 for the right to meet Trash 
in the semifinals. McCann led all 
scorers with 16 points, followed by the 
Cows' Tom Tate with 10, while Stefan 
Stein led Yo Adrian with 9 points. 
In the consolation pairings. L Soul 
began its long day's work by defeating 
Legal Ease in a tough 43-39 battle, 
behind Bob Dews' 16 points. Paul 
Berghoff led Legal Ease with 14 points, 
while Tony Pantoni contributed 13 in 
the losing effort. Ln the other fourth-
round game, the Rim Rapers edged Joe 
Schmoe 38-37. 
In a fifth-round ·consolation game, L 
Soul 's Dews and Kevin Scott combined 
for 26 points to stop Case Closed 49-42, 
despite l\tike Maurer's 16 and Mike 
Flanagan's 12 points. In the other 
match in that round, the Rim Rapers 
eliminated Yo Adrian 45-36. 
In both teams' third game in four 
hours, L Soul handled the Rim Rapers 
48-42 in the consolation semifinals. 
Although L Soul led by 12 at the half, the 
Rapers came back strong in the second 
stanza to narrow the margin. Dews and 
Scott again led Soul with 15 points each; 
John Byle paced the Rapers with 12 
points. 
Back in the sinner bracket, the Pur-
ple Cows handed Trash its first defeat 
of the tourney 44-38, primarily on the 
strength of Brian McCann's 26-point 
performance. The Cows held a 10-point 
halftime advantage, but hot second-half 
shooting by the Trash's Brent Graber 
and Bill Seabaugh closed the gap. 
With that loss, Trash was ba nished to 
the consolation bracket to face L Soul. 
In a hotly contested battle, Trash edged 
Soul 49-48 behind Joe Innamorati 's 20 
and Brent Graber's 16 points. L Soul, 
playing its fourth game in five hours, 
got 20 points from Kevin Scott and 14 
from Rick Lopez. 
Trash's victory set the stage for a 
tourney championship rematch with 
the undefeated Purple Cows ; to take 
the title Trash had to defeat the Cows 
twice in consecutive games. 
As it turned out, the Cows needed only 
one game to put it away, defeating the 
tenacious Trash 58-46 in the champion-
ship game. Trash mounted a charge 
late in the game to bring the score 
close, but a final Cow surge put it out of 
reach. McCann yet again led the Cows 
with 20 points, while team captain Tim 
Hester added 16. 
SUMMER 






Russia - Poland 
San Diego 
For inform.tlion: Prof. H. luerow 
U. of S.tn Diego School of L.tw 
Alc.tla P.trk, S.tn Diego, CA 92110 
1233 S. University 
Ann Arbor , Ml, 48104 
662-8191 
-Come and browse through o ur selection of aged briars, 
and ftll your pipe at our tobacco bar-
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ETCETERA 
Fly back Break Propo~ed 
by R.G. taff 
According to a memo released to the 
Student Senate on Monday afternoon, 
Dea n Sanda low will recommend 
changes in the FaU Term calenda r 
designed to allow students a one-week 
break in the beginning of November t~ 
go on fly-backs . The proposal, which is 
to be discussed at the weekly faculty 
meeting this Friday, is a response to 
complaints that the school 's current in-
terview schedule makes too deep a cut 
in students' class preparation during 
the Fall. 
To compensate for the reduction in 
class per iods, the Dea n proposes 
lengthening class periods to either 65 or 
70 minutes during the Fa ll Term. On 
campus interviews would commence 
during the week before classes begin 
and resume on or a bout September 20, 
fi nishing by the end of October . Studen-
ts would be encouraged, though not 
required, to schedule all fly-backs for 
the break period in November. 
The memo describing the proposed 
scheme urges the faculty to act quickly 
if the plan is to be put into effect by this 
Fall. 
Th~ R.G. will r~port d~totls of the proposal 
and the faculty's response m next week's 
issue. 
MSA Musings . 
by Crack J able 
:\1eeting: January 19, 1981 
My fi rst experience with the MSA was quite entertaining. Much of the first 
meeting was s~ent dealing with the ho-hum of routine business. Accompani-
m ent was prov1ded by a frequently used gavel and recourse to the magical 
incanta tions of parliamentary procedure. 
~he highlight of the meeting came late, during the visi tors' period. A 
" rad1ca l" ~oung student utilized this forum to accuse the body of racism 
because of.lts one-week delay in recognizing a n Iranian student group. After 
lots of hooting and gavel pounding, it was determined that the visitor could not 
distinguish racism from nationalism . 
End of meeting. Score: Us, 2; Them, o. 
Th~ author. -..ho IS mor~ widely known as Jack Crab/~, has recently been appointed to fill 
a vacancy as the Law School representati\·e to the \4ichigan Student Assembly. In an 
R.G. excluSi\·~. Mr. Grable will be reporting from tim~ to time on the deltberallonr 
oj that august body. 
Speaking, from page 1 
hearty lunch-type situation. OK, so I 
can join Mr. Saiire and be just like him, 
only I don't draw his paycheck and I 
don't go on Dick Cavett. But I don't 
wanna be like him because he often 
doesn't draw the line between new 
usages he just doesn't like and those 
which make it more difficult to under-
stand the language. If the defensive 
back wants to say "situation," fine. 
Maybe next week he'll talk about 
"zone-type garbanzos." It will still be 
football. 
All this baying about language is a 
real bore. We have to put up with It 
because we humans are always in the 
midst of delicately balancing interests. 
We tend to stick up for what we want 
and hope it falls our way. Behind all the 
crap is a more insoluble problem, which 
is that so very few people write intelli-
gently and even fewer write with grace. 
There are two kinds of natural born writ-
ers: them that know themselves, and 
them that know nothing. Most of us are 
them that know themselves, and them 
that know nothing. Most of us arc 
somewhere in the middle, which means 
that we confuse our thoughts and we 
worry about the proper way to express 
them . 
Does a set of rules make clear ex-
pression easier? Of course not Blind 
adherence to rules leads to the tortured 
lines we read in our texts and. unfor-
tunately, write on our papers A lot of 
grammatically written junk sounds like 
medjeval German. To stra1ght8ll out 
the pen we must straighten out the 
mind that directs it. 
I believe that we might as well all talk 
like Popeye today , like Aesop 
tomorrow, and like Cary Grant the day 
after <Judy, Judy, Judy >. Let's face it. 
strictly speaking, we're never gonna 
get language right cwritc'J so whv 
don't we just gives ourselves up' • 
In the late 19th century, there was a 
political party centered in the border 
states of Kentucky and Tennessee, 
called the Know-Nothings. Whenever 
someone asked their position on an 
issue, they would reply "I don't know." 
They elected at least two governors of 
Kentucky during the last century. Of 
course, the Know-Nothings were a bunch 
of racists, and ethnists, but we should 
still emulate tJlem in part. After all. 
we really do know nothing, expecially 
about what's r ight or wrong in lan-
guage. We should admit our fail ure, 
and just use the language in whatever 
way comes natura1 . 
Campaign, from page 3 
The Board has the difficult task of 
s electing recipients and distributing the 
fellowships. While fi nancial need is cer-
tainly one critenon, you do not have to 
be poor to rece1ve an SFF gra nt. 
We a lso look at an a pplicant's commit-
ment to the proposed employment, the 
job's potential for teaching legal skills 
to the s tudent, and the quality and 
length of the employment arrangement. 
Of course, economic constraints pro-
hibit us from even approaching salaries 
offered in the private sector; our goal 
instead is to provide students with a 
minimum livable summer income. 
To give you a better flavor of the 
program, some statistics may help. 
While SFF rematns a small program. 
its contributions have more than 
doubled since its inception. In the 
program's first year Michigan students 
and faculty donated about $2700 fo r 
five fellowships . In contrast, the 1980 
campaign, by far the most successful 
effort, garnered over $6600 for fourteen 
students to work in a variety of public 
interest jobs. Their Si'~F awards were 
small but, we hope, provided some vital • 
a id. 
The amounts awarded ranged from a 
low of $).()() to a high of $1200, with an 
average award approxi mately $475. 
One-hundred and sixty-three students 
and one facul ty member contributed. 
The contr ibutions ranged from $5.00 to 
$300.00- and all of them were ap-
preciated. Below is a breakdown of past 
SFF contributions: 
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For the 1981 year. SFF _would like to 
continue 1ts steady growth. While it will 
be d1fficult to match the increase shown 
in 1980, the Board IS hoping to pass the 
S7500 mark in the upcoming campaign. 
For that. we need your cooperation, 
and, to be honest, your money. 
Why should you donate? Programs 
like SFF will be crucial in 1981. While 
private law firm salaries a re in-
creasing space. funding for govern-
mental and other public interest legal 
organizations is in a state of cr isis. The 
Legal Services Corporation, for exam-
ple, IS facmg a major funding battle in 
Congress w1th prospects of drastic cut-
backs Faced w1th budget constraints, 
funding for summer interns, already 
inadequate, is likely to be one of the 
first expenses cut. SFF therefore takes 
on added importance in providing 
Michigan students the opportunity to 
experience <without starving} legal 
practice in settings othe r than 
traditional private practice. 
We invite your help and support in 
this effort We need two types of 
donations. First, we need people willing 
to work on our organizational and fund-
raising campaigns, particularly first-
year students willing to serve as SFF 
Board members. Interested persons 
can contact Rick Hoffman at 995-1825 or 
leave a note in the SFF mailbox in Room 
300. Second, for other persons in-
terested in sharing the responsibility 
for encouraging competent legal ser-
vices in areas traditiona lly under-
staffed and underfunded, we need your 
financial support. In the coming weeks, 
when SFF will be soliciti ng your 
pledges and donations- please give as 
generously as you can . 
Case Club Survey 
The student members of the Curriculum Committee Elise Bean, Anker 
Bell, Richard Kessler> are looking at our Case Clubs to improve them. We 
would like to draw on the experiences and ideas of everyone who has taken the 
course. Please take a moment to tell us what was best and worst about your 
Case Club, and drop this survey off in front of Room 100 today. Future Jaw 
students thank you! 
1. Are you a 1st year _ 2nd year _3rd year student? 
2. Do you feel Case Club was a worthwhile experience? 
_ Yes -~o 
3. Was your senior judge 
_ excellent _good fair _ poor? 
4. What were the 3best features or activities of your Case Club? 
_1'\otsure 
<Please use specifics like "we wrote complanits" or "everyone's paper was 
on reserve'' rather than generalities like "we had library assignments" or 
"we had oral arguments."> 
5. What were the 3 worst features or activities of your Case Club? 
<Again, using specifics> 
6. What feature or activity of your Case Club do you think should be standard 
in every Case Club or, alternatively, should never be used in any Case Club? 
7. Any other comments? 
8. Optional: I am willing to discuss my remarks further if necessary. Name: ______________________________________ __ 
Phone: -----,-----------------~--------
